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INTRODUCTION
W elcome to the world of producing! You have been chosen to produce
because you are brilliant, organized, effective, personable, well-balanced,
calm, friendly, courteous, cheerful, kind, thrifty and obedient. Or perhaps
you are available.
If you have ever had any qualms about producing (and every producer in the
world has), you can relax. Help is on the way.
If you haven’t already read the script, this would be a good place to start.
This manual will take you through the steps to organize and guide a
production from start to finish. It probably contains more information than
you need, but how can that hurt? Sample forms, checklists, suggestions, tips
and policies are included. Feel free to copy any of the sample forms, but
please return them to the manual for the next user.
As good as we expect this manual to be, it can’t cover everything. This is
why you need a mentor for your first time out to guide and advise you along
the way. Don’t try to produce the first time, or perhaps even the second time
without one---your psychiatrist’s bills will be enormous. Be sure to ask for
help when you need it. Experienced members of the Players are an
incredible source of information. Get to know the committee chairs; they
know everything about their realm--or should.
Co-producing is an excellent option to avoid being overwhelmed, but be sure
you are compatible. It can be a LONG, LONG production if you are not. You
might want to divide the duties, but be sure you both have a good idea of
what is going on at all times. It’s all about COMMUNICATION.
Once you feel comfortable as a producer, you might enjoy mentoring another
person. This will give you extra hands and also build up the supply of future
producers.

Now, on to “Adventures in Producing”!
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PRODUCER/DIRECTOR RELATIONSHIP
Directors, as well as producers, come in all sizes, shapes, personalities and
temperaments. The better the mesh between the two, the better the experience will
be. Don’t expect a perfect match, but you can come close.
It is important that the director/producer relationship be seen as an equal
partnership, each partner with his/her own special talents and tasks. One isn’t the
water boy for the other.
Some directors feel the need to control every tiny aspect of the production; others
are completely laissez faire. Most directors fall somewhere between these
extremes. It is a good idea to lay out areas of agreement early in the relationship
and compromise on the rest.
COMMUNICATION is the key here. You should always keep the director informed
of progress being made and have high expectations that the director will
reciprocate. A weekly meeting during the production, at least, will keep
communication lines open. These meetings need not be formal and long; a brief
chat before or after a rehearsal is sufficient in most cases. Naturally, any major
problem will need to be dealt with as soon as possible and may require a formal
meeting.
Remember that artistic decisions are made by the director---that is not your area. If
you do have some concerns or suggestions, you can discuss them PRIVAT ELY with
the director. Most directors are amenable to listening, and some openly ask.
Likewise, most other aspects of the production are decided by you with, of course,
input from the director and others on the staff. Again, COMMUNICATION is the
glue that keeps the show together.
Above all, approach a production as a team, like oxen yoked together, pulling
together and always in a forward direction. The show, the cast and crew and the
organization will benefit by close cooperation of you and the director. And
remember, it’s not f orever.
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PRE AUDITIONS
LEG ALITIES (Contracts, Ro yalties, Scripts)
The good news is that much of this will be done
for you by the Rights and Royalties Chair
(R&RC), but you still need to be aware of what is
being done. You do need to complete a few
tasks in this area.
CONTRACT
Be sure the Rights and Royalties Chair (R & RC)
sends you a copy of the contract. READ THE
CONTRACT!! You will need the Royalties figure
for your budget. You will also need the
information
on
acknowledgments
for
the
program, i.e., "produced by special arrangement
with The Best Ever Drama Service in the W orld,
Inc.". Publishers, like people, have different
needs and requirements, such as type size and
placement, so be sure to have the contract in
hand and CHECK IT CAREFULLY.
SCRIPTS
You and the Director must decide on the number
of scripts needed and get that information to the
R & RC who handles the rest. Scripts for plays
and musicals need to be available by readthrough. Check with the Director to see if they
are needed earlier. Believe it or not, there is a
difference between musicals and non-musicals.
MUSICALS
Musical scripts are almost always rented,
including the book, music and lyrics, as well as
the orchestrations. THEY MUST BE RETURNED!
And to add to the enjoyment, they must be
returned clean! This means for ALL BOOKS, no
pencil or pen marks, tear stains or coffee rings.
In most cases, it is the Stage Manager’s job to
distribute, collect and check the condition of the
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material. Your only responsibility is to receive
and return the scripts and music.
Any missing or defaced materials are charged
against the deposit the Treasurer makes to the
company, and comes out of your budget. (See
under Read-through page 22).
Also remember to add the cost of return and
insurance to your budget. (See page 6 number 4)
Scripts, music and orchestrations are rented on
a monthly (and sometimes weekly) basis.
Confirm needs with the Director and Music
Director and contact the R & RC.
Ask the Music Director if the piano/conductor
score or the piano/vocal score is needed for
auditions or for read-through.
NON-MUSICALS
Much easier! The books are actually purchased
when royalties are paid, so your cast and crew
can do whatever they like with them and there is
no return charge. Be sure to order a few more
than necessary for the director, lighting, sound
and props people as well as for yourself. W hat
happens after the show is up to you. Most
producers let the "owners" keep the copies, but
there should be one or two given to the library,
unless it already has 35 copies of "Murder for
Rent".
RECORDING OF SHOW
Virtually all royalty contracts prohibit any
recording of a show in any form. If a statement is
not in the contract, it is likely to be on the
material itself, so check both very carefully and
make sure everyone, including the Director,
knows of this.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION





The Rights and Royalties Chair is the only person to
contact the issuing agencies for any needs or
questions.
Application for Rights and Royalties are made after
the Annual Meeting of the organization, usually in late
June or early July.
Producers need to notify the R&RC as to how many
and when play materials are needed, and for
musicals, when and how long they are needed.
The licensing agencies bill the Treasurer directly and
the R&RC will send a copy of the contract and costs
involved to the producer.

1. Check the contract.
2. Get Royalties and Script costs for
your budget.
3. Add return postage costs (if
necessary) to your budget

PREPARE AND PRESENT THE BUDGET
PREP ARING
The word "budget" scares most people, and the
best way to handle this is to relax. A budget is a
guideline in keeping the cost of a show at a
reasonable level.
1. The overall amount of the budget is set by
the Board of Directors after careful
deliberation and
consideration of any
special needs ("Can we do "Little Shop of
Horrors" without Audrey II?") and current
market prices. After that, the budget
belongs to you!
2. Together, you and the Director allocate the
total amount to the various categories by
using the budget form (see opposite page)
It is easiest to use budgets of a few recent
shows as a guide. See your mentor or the
treasurer for samples.
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TIP

The budget is prepared jointly by
you and the director.
Use the budget form.
It is tried and true.
Quality of the show should not be
compromised. Ask for more
money if you need it.

3. Remember that some parts of the budget
are fixed and others variable.
 Fixed costs include: stipends for
director, music director,
choreographer and sound technician.

TIP

 Semi-fixed costs include: venue,
royalties,
scripts,
stipends
for
orchestra, rehearsal and/or audition
pianist. To check the current rental
cost of the theater, either call the city
or check its website.

The amount in the variable items
is subjective. It is your best guess
at the moment. During production
you may go over budget in one
area and under in another.

 Variable
else.

The only amount that counts is the
bottom line.

costs

include

everything

DO NOT PANIC!

4. Try to remember some “hidden” costs.
Postage for returning rental material is
one; costume dry cleaning is another.
5. Be realistic, but don't compromise the
quality of the show. If you feel you
absolutely need more money, ask for it.
Remember though, if the Board says "yes",
you will be expected to bring in higher
revenues to balance the books. If the
Board says "no", well, be really creative.
6. According to policy, the director, music
director,
choreographer
and
sound
technician
must
sign
a
“letter
of
agreement” (see opposite page) upon
accepting
the
positions.
You
are
responsible for collecting the signatures
and having an officer of the Board
countersign them. Give a copy to the
original signer.
PRESENT THE BUDGET
Once the budget has been agonized over and
agreed upon, you become the star of the
moment by presenting it to the Board of
Directors for its approval. (Don't worry; the
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The Board is always gentle with
producers. It knows you can quit
anytime.

Board seldom turns down a budget. Its interest is
chiefly on the bottom line.)
1. The appropriate time to present the budget
is at the Board meeting the month before
auditions. If that is impossible, present it
the following month.
2. Prepare at least fifteen copies, keeping
several for yourself. The rest go to the
Board.
3. Explain any unusual items or costs ("Yes,
it is imperative the Producer and Director
visit Thailand for our version of ‘The King
and I’!") Be prepared for questions;
sometimes you might get one or two.

THEATER SCHEDULING

TIP

No, you don’t have to worry about scheduling the
dates for your show. This is done about a year
earlier by the Players’ president. You only need
to confirm that you still need the venue. This is
done by filling out a form (see opposite page)
and sending it to the Public Properties Division
at the address listed by US mail or the Internet.

If you are a first time producer,
bring the form in person to meet
whoever handles this. Smile a lot.
Personal contact can do wonders!

1. TIMING IS IMPORTANT! You must submit
the form 120 days (four months) before you
move into the theater.
2. If you must cancel theater rehearsal dates,
do it early, again 120 days before the
event. The penalty clock starts running 120
days before the event.
NOTE

INSURANCES
Another area you don’t need to worry about. The
treasurer handles this job also. But remember,
membership is required for these insurances
(see pages 20 and 25).
(See how easy producing is?)
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Each year the treasurer
sends the city a deposit
against any damage or
misuse of the auditorium.
You don’t even have to
think about it.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
Insurance covers four areas:
 General liability covers the Players’
various activities at the studio and the
theater, and includes protection of the
patrons at the performances.
 Property insurance covers materials, i.e.,
furniture, sets etc. at the studio and our
sets and items rented or borrowed for the
performance site. It also covers them in
transit to and from the sites.
 Non owned auto liability covers our
organization
for
when
members
or
volunteers are driving on Player’ business.
This coverage is excess over any primary
insurance coverage that the driver has on
his vehicle. W e have also hired auto
liability coverage if a vehicle is rented for
Players’ business. Hired auto coverage
does
NOT
include
physical
damage
coverage for the vehicle that is being
rented.
 Health and accident insurance covers
members who might be injured during
Players’ activities. This is supplemental
insurance for those members who have
their own insurance.

CREATE SHOW CALENDAR
A show calendar keeps everyone on track and
lets everyone know what happens when.
1. You and the Director (and music director
and choreographer, if you have them)
collaborate to draw up a schedule. You can
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be sure it will be added to and/or changed
in the first weeks of the production.
2. Use a blank calendar with a place for each
day, from start to finish. An online calendar
for use by both cast and crew is most
helpful.
3. W hat goes on the calendar?





















Budget presentation date
Audition flyer mailing date
Auditions
Read-through/rehearsal dates and times
Date to be off book
Set construction and painting deadlines
W hen working props are needed
W hen actual props are needed
Direct mail ticket flyer date
Costume parade (See note)
Program deadline
Move in
First dress rehearsal
Final dress rehearsal
Show dates
Strike
Studio clean up
Company party
Final report to the Board
Anything else you feel is important

Also consider how you will handle a loss of
rehearsals due to snow or emergencies.
It might help to create your own personal
calendar in which you can include all the
information on the show calendar as well as due
dates for newsletters, photos and anything else
coming your way.
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NOTE
A “COSTUME PARADE” is a
time when actors don the
costumes to be worn in the
show for director/costumer
approval. Such a parade may
occur several times during a
production.

RESERVE
USE

STUDIO

FOR

PRODUCTION

1. You will need to reserve studio space for
the
dates
and
times
of
auditions,
rehearsals, set construction and any
meetings you wish to have there. Check
with the president or secretary for the
name of the chairman for scheduling.
2. Generally, rehearsals are held in the
rehearsal room; set building takes place in
the shop (no surprise here!). Auditions
need the use of both areas, one to hold
auditions, one to hold actors. Meetings
take place in any spare corner you can
find. You may wish, at times, to rehearse
on the completed or semi-completed set in
the shop.
3. Mainstage shows should have priority in
scheduling. In some cases, primarily in the
fall, two (or more) shows are rehearsing
and/or set construction at the same time.
Cooperation, communication, flexibility and
a sense on humor leads to good solutions
to any scheduling difficulties.

DESIGN MEETING
A production flows much easier if everyone
involved is on the same page; thus the Design
Meeting. This is the time the Director gets to
elaborate on his/her grand vision and the overall
look of the show, and is occasionally brought
down to earth when discovering how difficult it is
to flood the theater for a more realistic version of
"Titanic".
It is also the time to begin coordinating all
aspects of the look of the show: the lights, the
colors, the background and set pieces, and in
general what the audience will see once the
curtain goes up.
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NOTE
Board
policy
dictates
that
NO
rehearsal
or
set
construction, or any
other
Player
activity, takes place
on Board meeting
nights.
If
ABSOLUTELY
necessary, you can
ask
the
Board
president
for
a
waiver, but try to
work around it. If
granted, any Board
members in the cast
or crew MUST be at
the meeting.

W ho is involved?
Usually the Producer,
Director, Stage Manager, Set Designer, Lighting
Designer,
Costume
Designer,
and
Master
Painter, but of course you are free to invite
anyone else.

TIP

Your job here is to attempt to get all these
people in one place at the same time. Good luck!
It is also a time to begin channeling a group of
diverse people with individual opinions into a
unified team, and set the atmosphere for lots of
communication and coordination.

SOUND POLICY FOR MUSICALS
According to organization policy, the following is
in effect:
1. Two pairs of speakers will be brought in,
one pair dedicated to the orchestra, and
one pair dedicated to the balcony. Each
pair operates separately so that tone and
volume can be adjusted individually for the
orchestra and balcony.
2. The sound technician will have a volunteer
assistant that can walk the orchestra and
balcony to give feedback about volume
and quality, both for the general sound
and the individual body mikes.
3. If the band is to be in the pit, then the
producer will ensure that the pit floor will
be covered with rugs and the insulated
baffle walls will be installed.
*A note about batteries*
If “lavs” (body microphones) are used, you
will need t purchase batteries for them.
Your sound technician will tell you how
many you will need. The cost for these
comes form the Players’ sound budget,
not from the show’s budget.
Fresh
batteries
must
be
used
for
each
performance, but older batteries can be
used for rehearsals.
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The design meeting seems to
work best in an informal setting:
someone's living room, the local
bar, etc.
While not absolutely necessary, a
three dimensional model or
detailed drawings give both cast
and crew a sense of
understanding the show better. If
such could be available for the
read-through and first production
meeting, even better.

KEYS
Keys to the studio are to be obtained from the
designated “Keeper of the Keys”. You will need
several keys.
The Director, Producer or Stage Manager,
builder, props, and costumer will need them at
different times.
You will also need the props room key from the
Props Chair and the costume room key from the
Costume Chair.
After the show is over, YOU collect all the keys
and return them to the appropriate person. Don't
count on someone else to do this.
The road to perdition is lined with missing keys.

AUDITIONS
It is a truism in theater that for a show to work
really, really well, you will need a cast. For this,
you will likely need auditions.
Please note that mainstage shows are never precast; everyone starts from scratch. Other shows
have the option of auditioning or direct cast
selection, but the latter must have the approval
of the Board of Directors prior to any action
taken on the production.
Luckily for you, the final decisions on cast
selection falls to the Director. Count your
blessings!

AUDITION NOTICES
Getting the word to hopeful actors can take
several forms; the ones that work best are:
notices in the Players’ newsletter, bulk postal
mail and e-mail and website.
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NEWSLETTER
An article describing the show and outlining the
Director's needs (for the show, that is) will alert
potential cast and help to publicize the show
itself.
Obviously the one who best knows the Director's
needs is the one who should write the article,
and that person is? Bingo! Your job is to remind
and hound, if necessary, the Director. Check for
the newsletter's deadline. A copy should be
proofread prior to being sent to both the editor
and the newsletter designer.

TIP

Get the director to write the
newsletter article very early
in the process. Keep a
copy!

FOR YOUR INFORMATION
The newsletter generally includes:
 background of the show
 the plot (sometimes)
 types and characteristics of the roles,
cast size, age range, gender and ages
 show dates and approximate rehearsal
schedule
 dates, time and location of the
auditions
 specific suggestions, i.e., "bring a
prepared monologue", "dress to climb
a rope or lift heavy objects", etc.
 all staff to date
 the "equal opportunity" statement (see
right)
MAILINGS
Flyers should go out 4 to 5 w eeks before
auditions, but remember it will take 3 to 4
weeks before the mailing date to design and
print. Start early! You will need to find someone
to design the flyer, unless you are gifted enough
to do it yourself. You supply the information,
generally by cribbing from the Director's
newsletter article (the reason you have him or
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EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
STATEMENT
(This MUST be on ALL
audition communications)
"These are open auditions--racial, ethnic and nontraditional casting will be
considered"

her write it really early). Also include a map to
the audition location. (see opposite page)
Make sure the Director approves the copy, and
then, before printing, proof read it carefully. Pay
special attention to the date and time.
Check with the Data Base Chair as to the
number of flyers you will need. If the show is
youth heavy, consider extra flyers for schools,
but be sure to check with school authorities first.
Once the flyer is done, it goes to the printer and
then is prepared for bulk mailing.

FLYER CONTENTS
In addition to the material
newsletter, you should include:

listed

in

the

 "Bring
any
schedule
conflicts
from
readthrough through closing performance
to the auditions."
 "You do not need to be a member of the
Community Players to audition, but if cast,
you must become a member."

OTHER W AYS
E-MAIL
Send a notice through the Data Base Chair
(Take the material from the flyer), which is also
a way to remind potential audiences of the show.
You should also send an E-mail reminder notice
about two weeks before auditions. Please
consider other theater E-venues that might list
audition notices. Check with the Publicity Chair
for addresses.
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TIP

Ask an "outside" person--your
grandmother, precocious child,
friend or postman--to proof read
the copy for you.
For a general idea of handling
flyers, see “Ticket Flyers” on page
27.

W EBSITE AND ONLINE VENUES
Be sure the website chair has audition notices
for posting on the Players’ site and any other
online venues currently in use.
W ORD OF MOUTH
Get people already involved with the show to talk
with their friends and acquaintances encouraging
them to try out. W ho knows? Your barber who
has never been on stage could be your W illy
Loman! (Obviously, no one can promise anything
to anyone.)
NEW SPAPER CALENDARS OF EVENTS
These are free (a word that gladdens the heart
of every producer), but check lead times as they
vary with each paper. Definites: Concord
Monitor, Bow Times, The Hippo, Union Leader
and Laconia Citizen. Consider other small town
newspapers as well.
NEW SPAPER ADS
If you feel it necessary, you can place an ad in
the local papers or on radio or television, but
remember that the cost comes out of your
budget. Can you afford it?

AUDITION STAFFING
Besides you and the Director, other people will
help to make the process flow:
CASTING COMMITTEE
This is the Director's choice. Some like to do this
alone; others prefer being surrounded by
hundreds of people. Most fall somewhere in
between. The Director decides and invites whom
he or she wishes. Sometimes even you might be
invited! It is advisable to have more than one
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person on the committee, and members should
attend all auditions.
ST AGE MAN AGER
It is important to involve the stage manager in
some capacity. Often he or she is on the casting
committee. This is the person who will be
spending the show's life with the chosen.
RE ADERS
Sometimes directors want people to read with
actors. If so, it is your job to find them, making
sure beforehand that these people have no
intention of trying out themselves. Sometimes
directors just use other actors for this.
REGISTRARS
You will need at least one person to sign in
actors, pass out forms and give directions. Yes,
you can do this yourself, but it is better to keep
yourself free for troubleshooting, refereeing or
comforting overanxious actors (yes, it does
happen!).
GREETERS
It is good practice to have one or two
experienced Players members on hand to
welcome newcomers. It creates a warm, friendly
atmosphere. A good source is Board members.
(AND FOR MUSICALS)
MUSICAL DIRECTOR
He or she is a must for the casting committee,
who will want to hear how the actors sing and
test their range.
PI ANO ACCOMP ANIST
He/she should be accomplished enough to play
any, or almost any material brought in, unless
it's by Philip Glass.
CHOREOGRAPHER
He/she will usually put actors through some
simple, or not so simple, dance/movement
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routines. Remember that room will be needed for
this.

AUDITION MATERIALS
AUDITION FORMS
Actors need to let you know something about
themselves. Some directors prefer to create their
own form in order to discover specific things that
will help to cast. However, generic forms are
available (see opposite page) Also ask what
information, phone numbers and such, should
remain private. Be sure that any form contains
the "Equal Opportunity" statement (see p. 13)
and the membership requirement (see page 20).
A calendar on the reverse side of the form is
especially helpful for actors to designate any
conflicts with the schedule.

CHAR ACTER DESCRIPTION
Each role should be outlined enough so the actor
knows what the Director wants. This does not
mean vast amounts of details of hidden angst
and repressed fears of chocolate pudding, just
several lines of general characteristics.
Example:

"Elsie Glimpt (20's to 30's)---a ditsy
woman with more money than brains and
always on the prowl".

Sometimes these descriptions can be found in
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TIP

While not absolutely necessary, it
is nice to supply something liquid
for actors. Coffee, tea and soda
are all right, but most people
prefer plain water. It’s much easier
too. Vodka is another choice, but
restrict that to you and the
director. Some sort of mints or
throat lozenges are good also.

the script. If not, have the Director supply the
information. These are usually placed with the
sides.

SIDES
These are short scenes taken from the script and
used to determine the actor's potential. The
Director chooses the material, but be sure to
have multiple copies available for the actors to
practice with until called to the "Inner Sanctum".

TENT ATIVE SHOW CALENDAR
This might be on the back of the audition form or
as a separate paper. It can also be used by the
actors to mark any schedule conflicts.
MUSIC
Actors almost always bring their own sheet
music for the accompanist, but having a few
odds and ends of show tunes available for actors
could be handy. Don't worry about this; nobody
needs the words and music for "Happy Birthday"
or "Take Me Out to the Ballgame".

TIP

PHOTOS
Some directors like photographs of the actors. A
digital camera is free and easy.

OTHER MATERI AL S
Be sure to have the following on hand:






Name/Number tags
Pencils and markers
Paper clips, stapler and staples
Chairs for waiting
Table for filling out forms
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As p ar t of th e o r i gi n a l
no t if ic at i on , t he c as t s ho u l d
be
r em in d ed
to
br i n g
m em ber s h i p du es an d b i os
to t h e r e ad- th r o u gh . T his
wi l l tak e a lo t of pr es s ur e
of f yo u .

CALLBACK AND FURTHER AUDITIONS
If the Director is having trouble in deciding whom
to cast, he/she may ask certain people to come
back and reread several parts. This should be
for one night only and occur the same week as
the original auditions. To be safe, schedule a
callback night when you schedule the audition.
Sometimes crucial roles can't be filled due to low
turnout or other circumstances, i.e., forty women
and two men show up to try out for "Full Monty".
In this case feel free to call other actors to fill
the roles or hold further auditions. You and the
Director decide that.

NOTE

CAST NOTIFICATION
Once the audition dust settles, you will have two
groups: the "Cast" and the "Uncast". Everyone
should be notified as soon as possible. Those
cast should be contacted first, and when all of
these have accepted their roles, the second
group is called.
Directors in general love to call the first group,
and most take the responsibility of notifying the
second. Occasionally a director is loath to face
those who have not been cast, and it falls to you
or the stage manager to notif y these people.
The telephone is the fastest and kindest way for
this painful job, although e-mail or a letter can
be used if necessary.
It is imperative that EVERYONE be notified.
Occasionally a director casts all who auditioned.
These directors deserve a special place in
theater heaven!
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Remind everyone
called to not
discuss any roles
until all who have
auditioned have
been notified. This
is also true for all
on the casting
committee.
Also, request that
those cast bring a
completed bio to
the read-through.

REHEARSAL PERIOD
READ-THROUGH
Although you, the Director and others have been
working on the production for sometime, the
actors are now joining the team. T his is their
chance to become acquainted with each other
and to become familiar with the show by reading
through the script together. It’s a good idea to
invite crewmembers to be introduced to the cast;
supplying refreshments makes a pleasant
evening (ask a few people to bring light snacks).
Before reading the script certain rules and
procedures need to be voiced, and, unless the
Director violently objects, this is your job.

IMPORT ANT POINTS TO COVER
MEMBERSHIP
For purposes of insurance and commitment to
the organization, anyone working on the show in
any capacity MUST be a member of the Players.
If the Membership Chair is not available
(and invite him/her first), it will be your job to
explain this, pass out membership forms and
collect dues. For your own sanity, try to get as
much of the money and completed forms that
night; otherwise, working for a collection agency
could be your next career move.
STUDIO RESPONSIBILITY
A studio usage policy explains the rules of using
the building (see pages 61-62). Make sure the
cast and crew are aware of them. Traditionally
the stage manager takes charge of this, but it's a
good idea to check at times, as you are
ultimately responsible.
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TEN-HOUR RULE
It is tradition that each cast member contributes
ten hours of work on the production in addition to
rehearsals. This adds hands to various tasks and
lets everyone know it is a team effort. The hours
may be spent in set construction, painting, box
office, poster distribution or anything else that
might come along. In practice, some members
will work many more than ten hours; some may
only give an hour or two. Should you keep track
of these hours? Only if you are a compulsive
accountant or have nothing better to do. Praise
works better than hounding people.
HARASSMENT POLICY
The organization has a policy concerning
harassment that must be handed out and
discussed at readthrough (form for copying in
the back of the manual). Staff members must
also be given copies.
TIME CONFLICTS, ILLNESS AND W EATHER
Make sure the stage manager has a list of time
conflicts the cast listed at auditions.
Emphasize the importance of notifying the stage
manager or designee if any cast member is ill or
has a dire reason for not showing up as
scheduled. It saves you from having to send out
search parties.
Each show should set a rehearsal cancellation
policy and announce it at read through. E-mail
reminders are also helpful.
REHEARSAL SCHEDULE
Try to have a fairly accurate schedule (usually
written by the Director) for each cast member.
The schedule is, of course, likely to change, but
do the best you can. Posting the schedule on the
bulletin board will keep both cast and crew
informed.
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TIP

SNOW REMOVAL
T he or ga n i za t io n h ir es a
c om pan y t o p l o w an d
s ho v e l. C h ec k wit h th e
s tu d io m an ag er t o s e e who
th at is a nd s e n d th em a
c op y of yo ur r e h ear s a l
s c he d u le s o t h e s tu d i o wi l l
be pl o we d o ut in t im e. If a
r eh e ar s al is c a nc e l l ed , i t is
c our t eo us t o l et t h e p l o wi ng
c om pan y k no w.
If t he s n o w is l i g ht , th e
wa lk wa y wi l l n ee d t o b e
s ho v e l ed a n d/ or s a n de d.

TELEPHONE USE
Studio phones are for local use only—they do
not work for out of area calls.
RECORDING OF SHOW
Remind everyone that no recording by audio,
video or other devices is allowed by anyone,
including parents, spouses or friends.
INPROPER USE OF PICTURES AND VIDEOS
The use of images or video of anyone under 18
years of age are not to be used for any Players’
sanctioned publication, display, the internet, or
social media without the express written
permission of his or her parent or legal guardian.
FINAL W ORDS

TIP

Once you have completed your announcements,
it is time to turn to the Director, who customarily
has a few words concerning his/her vision.
Scripts and possibly music are then distributed.
As noted earlier, non-musicals become the
property of the actors, while musical material
must be returned (see pages 3 and 45).
RENTED MATERIALS
To prevent a total mental breakdown, have the
stage manager keep a record of who has what by
using a form (see opposite page).
Remind actors that this material must be
returned clean and complete and anyone losing
a book must pay for it (usually around $25).
Then the read-through begins.
If everyone has brought a bio due to the request
at the time of notification (see note page 19),
your job is lightened immeasurably. If not, ask
the recalcitrant actors to stay afterward to write
one (shades of elementary school!)
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It m a y b e l ik e s c a l i ng a
t we l ve- f o o t wa l l wi t h a t wof oot la d de r , b ut t r y t o
per s u a de th e d ir ec t or t o
a ll o w f if te e n m in ut es s o t he
c as t c a n wr i te b i os f or th e
pr o gr am . Le t th em k now
th e y c a n a l wa ys s u b m it a
s ec o n d v er s io n if th e y wis h ,
bu t yo u wi l l h a ve s om et h in g
i n h a nd , n o m att er wh at .
T his s im p le s te p c a n s av e
yo u h our s a nd u lc er s . F e e l
f r ee to us e t h e b i o f or m
( s ee op p os it e p ag e) .

FINALIZE STAFF
If you are still lacking some staff (and it would
be surprising if you aren't), now is the time to fill
positions. Check to see if anyone who auditioned
but was not cast might be still willing to work on
the show. Phone your friends, call in favors, beg,
and if nothing else works, try blackmail.

CONTACT SHEET
This is a list of cast and crew and is very helpful
when you need to get in touch with someone. It
usually consists of:
 Name and role or job
 Telephone number(s)
 E-mail address

DAT A B A S E
INF O R M AT IO N

Be sure you do not list any information the
person may wish to keep private. Be sure the
cast has contact information for you, the stage
manager and the Director, as well as the studio
number. Get a copy to everyone, including the
crew.

Af t er
a u di t io ns
a nd
c as t i ng ,
all
t he
i nf or m at io n
on
t he
au d it i o n f or m s nee ds to
be tr ans f e r r e d to t he
Da ta Bas e C h air p er s o n.

BI RT HD A Y
INF O R M AT IO N

TEE SHIRTS
Tee shirts bearing the logos of the Players and
the show logo, though not required, are often
popular with the cast and crew. If you decide to
have them, start early.
1. Determine the cost by checking with the
shirt designer business you choose. Costs
may vary, depending on material, color and
design.
2. Pass out or post a signup sheet for crew
and cast, including size desired and a box
to check off when paid. Collect money
BEFORE you order and only order the
shirts that have been paid for, unless you
can really use twenty extra shirts of
varying sizes.
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Co l l ec t e v er yo n e ’s b ir t h
da t es ( m on th an d d a y
on l y) a n d s e nd t h em to
th e n e ws l et te r ed i tor .

3. The earlier you order, the earlier members
will wear them. Suggest people wear these
often
in
public
places---it’s
great
advertising. You might have order forms for
the readthrough.
4. You might ask a cast member to take on
this responsibility. It relieves you of
another task and helps the member fulfill
the ten hour obligation.

FIRST PRODUCTION MEETING
This important meeting is probably the first time
the entire staff, or at least most of the staff, gets
together.
Running
the
meeting
is
your
responsibility, or bane, if you prefer. It helps to
create an agenda, with copies for everyone, and,
most important, stick to it!
These are the areas you should cover:
FINALIZING THE SCHEDULE
Check to see whether there are conflicts with the
staff and revise if necessary. Make sure the
deadlines for each task are reasonable and
revise if necessary.
BUDGET
All staff members should be given a copy of the
budget so the amount allotted to each committee
is clear. Let them know that going over their
budget is not fatal, but an extraordinary expense
must be cleared through you first. Let them also
know that coming in under budget will really
make you smile.
ALL bills and invoices MUST come to you to be
submitted to the treasurer (see box on page 25).
Except for one or two businesses with whom the
organization
has
accounts,
materials
are
purchased by the production committee chairs,
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who are reimbursed, but only if they submit a
receipt to you. (Occasionally other arrangements
may need to be made. You decide how best to
handle the situation).

FILING FOR REIMBURSEMENT
Once you receive a request and receipt for
reimbursement, fill out a form (see opposite
page).
You can obtain a pad of forms from the
treasurer. Attach the receipt and send to the
treasurer who will send a check directly to the
person. In the case of invoices, the bill will
automatically go to the treasurer, so you can
keep the invoice or send it along, but as a
courtesy, notif y the Treasurer of which budget
item he/she should debit the amount against.
(By the way, a “receipt” is what you get when
you buy something and are reimbursed for; an
“invoice” is something you sign at a place where
the Players have an account, and the bill goes
directly to the Treasurer.)
Keep a record of all expenses, as this will help
greatly in making your final budget report.

MEMBERSHIP
Gently remind the
the cast, must be
Collect any dues
Membership Chair

staff that they too, as well as
a member of the organization.
as fast as you can. Call the
if there is any question.

CONT ACT INFORMATION
If you have not already done so, you will need to
make out a contact sheet for the staff similar to
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the cast contact sheet (see page 23) Get copies
of both to the staff, cast and data base chair.
LIST OF RESPONSIBILITIES
This meeting is a good time to work out the
details of who does what, i.e., is the table cloth a
prop or set dressing?
W ho rents the fog
machine? W ho gets coffee for the Director? Then
put these things in writing! It helps.
REPORTING
Ask committee chairs to periodically report to
you the progress they are making. It keeps the
communication lines open. You can always
threaten to call them at 3 A.M. if you don't hear
from them. If someone can’t make a production
meeting, ask for a report prior to the meeting.
GUIDELINES FOR COSTUMERS
Our costume area is used by many people, so
must be kept organized at all times.
Please
copy the costume guide at the back of this book
and give it to your costumer.
CONCERNS
Now is the time to ask the Chairs to address any
concerns, needs and questions they may have.
Often the lighting person will know exactly where
to find a Victorian toilet.
FUTURE MEETINGS
You will need at least one more meeting to
discuss progress and problems. You may choose
to hold weekly meetings, but it's better to keep
meetings at a minimum so people can spend
their time on the job.
Now is the time to schedule any other meetings.
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PUBLICITY
The Players, in its infinite wisdom, created a
Publicity Chair, thus taking much of the burden
of this task off your shoulders. Be eternally
grateful!
To wit, the Publicity Chair is responsible for any
newspaper
article,
interviews,
radio
and
television
coverage,
websites,
magazines,
photos and ads. Obviously you and the Director
need to communicate and coordinate with this
person. Including the chair in the production
meeting is helpful.
You should NOT attempt to do your own publicity
without checking with the Publicity chair first; the
wrong move may create more headaches than
you will have time for.

NEWSLETTER ARTICLES
This article introduces the cast and staff to the
organization, and encourages all members to
support the show. It should include show dates
and time, as well as enough of the plot to make
readers immediately rush out for tickets. Be sure
to give the honor of writing this piece to the
Director.

NOTE
For mainstage
shows, the majority
of the budget for
publicity comes from
the Publicity
Committee.
Exceptions are for
posters and banner,
which the show
budget covers. For
non-mainstage
shows, negotiate
with the Publicity
Chair.

TICKET FLYERS
Advanced ticket order flyers are sent out about
six weeks before the production, but give
yourself about a month before that to design and
print these forms. W hile the cost of this flyer
comes out of the Players overall publicity
budget, the piece is cooperatively produced by
the Producer, Publicity Chair and Data Base
Chair with input from the Director.
Here are the steps:
 Find a graphics person to design the flyer
 Check with Data Base Chair for the
quantity of flyers to be printed
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TIP

Check the Friends of the
Audi bulk mail schedule.
Sometimes, we can
combine with them and
save significant money.

 Find a printer (copying and folding) and
allow them a week for printing
 Get the labels via Data Base Chair
 Schedule the sticker/label party (10 hour
rule applies
 Get a check for postage from the Treasurer
 Take prepared job to bulk mail
 Or delegate any/all of these…..
The standard flyer is usually one sided and 8.5
by 11”, but sometimes can be 8.5 by 14” with the
back used to promote other shows or events.
(See sample flyer, opposite page)

COMMUNITY TELEVISION
Concord
Community
Television
welcomes
participation in its programs. This could take the
form of interviews or presentations. If the latter,
be sure no copyright laws are broken.

SPONSORSHIP
Sometimes a company will want to sponsor a
specific show, i.e., give you money, which is
nearly always welcome. It should be made clear,
in writing, exactly what such sponsorship entails,
be it a name on the poster, a verbal
announcement before the show, free samples for
the audience, or whatever.
However, before making any commitments,
check with the president and publicity chairman
for any possible conflicts and for sponsorship
levels. There is no policy against recruiting
sponsors by you or anyone in the organization.
It helps if you can find some sort of connection
between the show and the business, unless you
are doing "Best Little W horehouse in Texas".
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Individual Show
Sponsorship Levels
$500.00
½ page program ad
10 comp tickets
Program cover credit
Curtain speech
Direct mail flyer
Website
Show poster
$1000.00
¾ page program ad
15 comp tickets
Program cover credit
Curtain speech
Direct mail flyer
Website
Show poster
Backstage tour
$1500.00
Full page program ad
20 comp tickets
Program cover credit
Curtain speech
Direct mail flyer
Website
Show poster
Reception meet/greet
Backstage tour

Full Season Sponsorship
Requirements
Full page program ad
Gobo logo on wall in Audi
Lobby poster
Curtain speech
Season brochure
Direct mail flyer
20 comps per show
Bulk email
Website
All show posters

POSTERS
Posters are traditionally used to advertise the
shows, but to be effective they must be well
designed and also displayed. Your first job is to
find a designer, the earlier the better. The poster
should
be printed a minimum of five weeks
before the show, but even earlier than that will
be beneficial.
Design
Each show will have its own logo, to be used on
all posters, programs and flyers. The logos are
determined by the Design Committee after
consulting with the Director and Producer. The
poster
designer
must
incorporate
the
chosen logo in some manner.
Please remember the poster's purpose is to
bring patrons into the theater, not to be viewed
in an art gallery, so keep it simple and
attractive.
Keep in mind the advice of
Confucius, "A poster should be readily visible for
two seconds at eight feet" (roughly translated).
!! POSTER REQUIREMENTS !!
Players Logo
Show Logo
Title
W riter(s)
Place
Time
Dates (According to Players’ policy, the
year must appear on the poster)
 ALSO, check the Royalty contract to
see if any further information is
required (size of type and placement)









POSTER OPTIONALS
(but remember to keep it simple)
 Director, Producer or other staff
 Cast
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 Box office hours (Check with the
Office Chair)
 Players’ Telephone and/or web site
 Photos

Box

PRINTING
Generally 120 posters are enough unless the
show is a blockbuster. Ask an earlier producer
where printing is best done.
The typical (and best) size is 8 ½ by 14, and for
convenience, the poster works best if done
vertically. Be sure the typeface, any numerals
and other information are consistent.
DISTRIBUTION
Although the posters should be done early,
distribution should be held until three weeks
before the production. An exception to this is the
display at the City Auditorium. Give five copies
to the person in charge of this as soon as
possible. You must also give at least one to the
historian for the archives.
The rest of the posters are for the cast and crew
to distribute. REPEAT: "TO DISTRIBUTE"!
Very few people pass through a cast member's
bedroom to view a poster. Suggest that people
wanting a poster go back after the show and pick
one up from where they posted it.
Remind distributors
hanging.

to

bring

along

tape

for

Check to see if there is a list of specific
locations to place the posters. If not, create your
own list. Remember supermarkets, libraries and
Laundromats, and some special areas that have
an interest in the topic of the show: attorneys’
offices and law schools for "Inherit the W ind",
schools and colleges for "King Lear", funeral
homes for "Ten Little Indians" (no, scratch that).
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Assign specific people to specific locations. That
way you will be sure that all possible sites are
covered. To take off some of the pressure, you
might recruit one person to be in charge of this
area.

TIP

BANNER
Banners for mainstage shows are placed over
the entrance to the Auditorium, and then later
displayed at the studio. Get information to the
banner designer early in the rehearsal process.
Like the poster, the banner should be simple and
attractive, with the name, the logo, the date and
the year. Be sure the designer knows the fabric
must be sewed and a pipe pocket included. The
cost is approximately five to ten dollars and can
come from the miscellaneous part of your
budget. (See opposite page for preferred
dimensions).
Put up the banner on the day you move into the
auditorium. You will need a tall ladder, and two
poles are available. Check to see who has them.
And REMEMBER to take the banner down after
strike!

PROGRAMS
Programs are as much for the cast and crew as
they are for the audience. It is the place where
people who have worked hard for months get the
recognition they deserve, so it's important that
they are accurate and clear to read.
As with most things in producing, it is good to
get started early. Find a designer who does the
layout from information you give. Yes, collecting
this is one of your jobs.
Be sure to check the licensing contract for
requirements as to author, title, company, etc.
Agents
tend
to
frown
on
(and
sue) organizations that do not adhere to specific
instructions.
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G i v i ng th e f a br ic a c o m plet e
bas e c o at of pa i nt f ir s t wi l l
s tif f e n i t a nd m ak e it m or e
dur a b le .

Your program must contain the follow ing:
Cover Graphics
License requirements
(check the contract)

Your program may also contain
the following optional items:

List of cast and crew

Ads (Offset the cost of your program)

List of scenes, setting, time

Director’s Message

Intermissions

Program Notes

Musical numbers

Photos

Changes or omissions from previous
productions

Future Shows

Bios

Auditions
Special Shows

Any material pertaining to a season or
show sponsor

Annual Meeting Notice

List of Friends of the Players

Dedication page

List of Donors
(Check with the Data Base Chair)

List of Osy Strong Winners

Acknowledgments from previous
Productions
Apology statement: “We regret the
omission, due to printing deadlines, of the
names of others who helped with the
production. Thanks to all”.
If your show is being adjudicated your
program must contain the NH Theater
Awards Ad which can be found on the
NHTA website
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List of life members

DESIGN
This is pretty much up to the designer as long as
the necessary inf ormation and approved logos
are used. Attractiveness, legibility and clarity are
the keys. Pastels and white are the best colors
to use for paper. It's hard to read black print on
dark red paper in a dim light.
AMOUNT
The Players have instituted a practice of active
recycling of programs, thus promoting a cleaner
environment and also cutting costs. By doing this
you can order less than in the past.
Approximately 700 programs for plays and 900
for musicals should be sufficient. If you are sure
of a sell out, a couple hundred more will work.
(For your information, the Auditorium holds
about 850 people.) If you do run short, have the
ushers ask patrons to share. Five recycling
boxes should be found in the studio office and
should be returned there after use. Ask the
ushers to stand by the doors---two in the
balcony, two in the large lobby and one in the
front lobby---as soon as the show ends. You
should then collect the boxes and sort out the
programs for redistribution.
SIZE
Generally the size of cast and crew will
determine the number of pages of the program.
Obviously "Les Miserables" will need a larger
program than "Gin Game". It is a balancing act,
but try to give the most acknowledgments in the
least amount of pages.
BIOS
If you haven't already done so (hopefully you
obtained the cast bios at the read-through),
collect cast and crew bios as soon as possible. It
might help to dress in black leather and carry a
whip. (See tip on page 22 and sample opposite
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TIP

Ha v e
e ac h
per s o n
who
wr o te s om et h in g f o r th e
pr o gr am :
bi os ,
d ir ec t or 's
no t es ,
e tc . ,
c h ec k
f or
ac c ur ac y i n
s pe l l i ng
an d
i nf or m at io n.
H a ve
th em
i ni t ia l t h e en tr y.

page 22). Set a deadline for inclusion in the
program and stick to it.
HELPERS
Make sure your production committee chairs give
you a list of EVERYONE who has assisted in any
way. Collect them weekly, if you can. And don't
forget those who helped with auditions and
mailings
PROOFING
Find at least two people to check the program
before sending it to the printer. Naturally, you
will check it also. W atch for consistency in
format, spacing, grammar, as well as accuracy of
information. Rest assured, if an error slips
through, the show and the world will still go on.
TIMING
The printer will need at least one week to print
the program (check first), so it becomes a
delicate balance between the printing and the
need to include all the information. Practice
saying, "Sorry, too late".

DISTRIBUTION
The program MUST be at the theater by opening
night, and better yet, by Dress Rehearsal. Time
everything for this.
Also, be sure to give at 5 copies, one of which is
updated (see the Reminder on this page), to the
historian for the archives.
The rest of the programs are turned over to the
House Manager and ushers for distribution and
you breathe a sigh of relief.
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K ee p a l is t of p eo p l e wh o
c am e i nt o t he pr o d uc t i on
af ter th e pr i nt i n g d e ad l i ne
( ye s , it d oes h ap p en! ) . T his
is
t he
r eas o n
f or
the
A po l o g y
s t at em en t
(see
pa g e 3 2) .
1. A dd a n y nam es to a
pr in te d pr o gr am and g i v e
th is t o th e h is tor i a n.
2. G i v e th e n am es a nd
du t ies t o th e pr od uc er of
th e
n ex t
show
f or
i nc l us i on i n t he n ex t
pr o gr am .

BOX OFFICE AND TICKETS
Take another big sigh of relief here; box office
duties are not your concern. There are a few
things you need to know about tickets, however.
TICKETS AND VOUCHERS
Each show has thirty vouchers which may be
used to a) thank people who have contributed to
the show; i.e., loaning Aunt Ellen's valuable
antique sofa for the set, donating a three
hundred dollar wedding cake for "Jekyll and
Hyde", b) donate to schools, c) possibly
acknowledge any sponsors.
These vouchers are handled by the Producer and
should be actively used to promote the show, as
well as for community service and awareness. In
other words, get them out to the public!
In addition, the Publicity Chair has vouchers for
promotions, so check to avoid duplication. Each
cast and crew member gets one complimentary
voucher.
HOUSE SEATS
For every mainstage show four pairs of tickets,
two
orchestra,
two
balcony,
for
each
performance are designated as House Seats.
They are to be used for dignitaries, meaning the
Governor, President of the United States, visiting
politicians, adjudicators, or for last minute
emergencies. If none of the above shows up by
7:45 the night of the performance, you can
release them for sale.

HOUSE MANAGERS AND USHERS
HOUSE MAN AGERS
Every show MUST have a house manager---no
exceptions. If you are very, very lucky, you will
find one house manager to cover all your
performances. It is much more likely you will
need to find one for each performance.
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W hat is more---they must be APPROVED house
managers, meaning, they take a workshop to
become qualified and get on the "list". This list is
available from the general services department
of the city.
Usually qualified house managers who are
members of the organization don't charge for this
duty; others get a minimum of $25 per hour for
their services. To avoid adding to your budget,
you might consider becoming a house manager
yourself, just in case you get really stuck.
Remember the curtain won't go up until you have
a house manager in place.
The responsibilities of this position are detailed
in the House Managers Manual, but in general
this person is responsible for the safety and
well-being of everybody and everything in the
front of the house, that is, from the lobbies to the
stage. (See Appendix, page 64 for a quick
reference guide.)

TIP

Treat your house managers well; offering them a
trip to Hawaii is a good incentive.
USHERS
Another requirement for any show is ushers.
They are there for audience safety, guidance and
comfort. The ideal number is twelve, and the
absolute minimum is six, all of whom must be 18
or older. For a large show, the more the better. If
possible, try to attend the House Manager’s
briefing with the ushers to thank them all for
volunteering for this important job.
Occasionally a house manager will recruit the
ushers for a performance, but don't count on it. It
then falls to you to get enough ushers.
These can be obtained from:





Newsletter requests
RSVP (a volunteer organization)
Family and friends of the cast
E-mail notices
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T r y t o be pr es en t at t he
ho us e
m an a ger /us h er
m eeti n g an h o ur b ef o r e t h e
per f or m anc e t o i ntr od uc e
yo ur s e lf ,
t ha nk
ev er yo n e
an d m ak e s ur e e v er yt h in g is
i n or d er .

 Actors who were not cast
 Your own family and friends
REPORTING TO THE BO ARD
Board policy requires you to attend each Board
meeting from the time the show has been cast
through the final report. This is usually an
informal oral report to explain the progress and
answer any questions. Of course, if there are
any major problems with the production, it is
your duty to keep the Board informed of
them. Put these meetings on your show
calendar.
PRE MOVE-IN INSPECTION
Before anything can be moved into the theater,
you will need to walk through the entire building
with a city employee to make sure everything is
satisfactory. This takes less than half an hour.
The appointment is made at the time you submit
the confirmation of the auditorium schedule (see
page 7), as well as the date for the
postproduction inspection.
Don't expect anyone to remind you. To save time
and energy, call the City Recreation Department
(225-8690) a few days early to confirm the
appointment.
Sometimes an outgoing production is doing its
post inspection with you. W ork together but be
sure you see everything for yourself. Inspections
on weekends can cost money, so try to avoid
those.
During the inspection make known everything
that seems to be out of order or any problems-the leaking toilet, the condition of the stage
floor, the ripped curtain, the loose tiger in the
basement--so
the
Players
are
not
held
responsible.
Ask for the following:
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 How the doors lock
 How to turn the lights on and off including
the light panels and the stage work light.
 W ho and how to contact someone in case
of
emergency,
including
cell
phone
numbers.
W hen you have finished, you will be asked to
sign a form accepting the condition of the City
Auditorium. Be sure any deficiencies are noted.
Once you have signed, you will be given a key to
the building. Guard it well. You can also ask for
a second key if you think it would be helpful…it
usually is. And now you are ready to move in!

PRODUCTION (HELL) WEEK

NOTE
A day before move-in
you could call the
Concord Police and
request that cars not
be parked in the area
near the Audi loading
dock. Backing in the
truck is so much
easier!

MOVE-IN
This is the time when everything--EVERYTHING-needed for the production moves from the
studio to the theater. If this is well-organized, it
can be fun; if not, well, the reason for the
alternate title above.
At one of your production meetings you will be
coordinating the move-in according to specific
needs of the show. Sometimes lights are hung
first, sometimes the set is first; together you and
the staff will determine the best schedule. For
example, the Master Builder usually orchestrates
disassembling and installing the set.
At this meeting the staff will be able to determine
how many people are needed for each facet of
the move. Sometimes it is a select group; other
times the entire cast and crew works on this.
Your chief job of the move-in for that day (or
night), unless you are an expert in “traffic”
control, is to help when you can and keep out of
the way. Be sure the move-in schedule and
responsibilities are clear to everyone.
Set transportation is done by truck. You may be
able to find volunteers with pickup trucks or
38

TIP

Mo v e- i n t ak es a l ot of tim e
an d p eo p l e g e t h u ngr y.
Des i gn a te
s om eo n e
to
c o ll ec t m one y a n d f ood
or d er s f or t hos e i n t he
th e at er . H a v e th e f ood
ea t en i n th e l o bb y. T hat
wa y yo u ’ l l k no w wh er e
pe o p le a r e a t a l l t im es .

vans. This is good for the budget, but if the set
is extra large or there is a snow or rain storm,
you will be better off renting a large truck--it's
covered, holds a lot and only takes one trip. Put
truck rental in your budget, just in case.

TRUCK RENT AL
If you go this route, some things to remember:
1. Deal with a reliable agency.
2. Reserve the rental for both move-in
and move-out a few weeks before it is
needed.
3. Take the insurance offered; it can save
money.
4. Validate the amount of gas and the
mileage before leaving.
5. Drive the van yourself if you feel brave
or recruit a reliable driver.
6. After use, sweep out the van, replace
the amount of gas used (IMPORTANT)
and return.
MATERI ALS TO REMEMBER
Make-up kits (Make-up person in charge)
Carpenter box (Master builder in charge)
First Aid kit (Stage manager in charge)
Painting materials (Master painter in
charge)
 Recycling boxes, other cleaning supplies
(You’re in charge)






Just make sure ever ything comes back!!!
Once everything is on its way to the theater get
a small crew together to clean the studio. Leave
it neat for others.
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TIP

Yo u wi l l pr o ba b l y n e ed
s e ver a l p eo p l e t o h e lp
th e pr ops p er s o n an d t he
c os t um er , a n d p er h aps
th e
l i gh t in g
d es i g n er .
Rec r u it th em f r om the
c as t ( t e n- h o ur r u l e) .
T o pr e ve n t c onf us i on ,
p la n t o ha v e th e pr ops
an d c os t um es ar r i v e at
th e t he at er af t er t he s et
has be e n m o ve d i n.

AT THE THE ATER
COSTUMES
W hen the costumes arrive, they go directly to the
dressing rooms, The costumer should check with
the stage manager as to room assignments. Cast
who do quick changes are placed as close to the
stage as possible.
PROGRAMS
Remember to pick up the programs at the printer
so they will be available for dress rehearsal if
possible. Better yet, ask someone else to pick
them up.
PIANOS
If the production will be using the theater’s
pianos, it will need to be tuned before using.
Don’t wait until the pianist shows up; you can get
this done even before move in by making
arrangements to get into the theater. Check with
your mentor or other producers as to finding a
piano tuner.
THEATER REGULATIONS
a.

b.

c.

DRESSING ROOM Either you or the stage
manager should remind the cast to keep
the dressing rooms as clean as possible.
MOST IMPORTANT: Never hang anything,
especially costumes on the sprinkler pipes.
You will get the effect you need for “The
Rainmaker”, but in the wrong location.
FOOD At the city auditorium no food or
beverages are allowed at any time in the
house, not even water (one exception is for
musicians to bring to the orchestra pit).
Backstage and the lobbies are foodfriendly, but keep these places clean.
ALCHOLIC BEVERAGES Much as you may
need them at times, these are strictly
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d.

e.

f.

g.

h.

prohibited from anywhere in the auditorium
and consequences are dire, specifically the
permanent loss of use of the theater. Keep
a close watch on this!
SEATS At the auditorium all seats in the
house should be placed in the upright
position after use. Accidents can happen
(and have), and a broken arm or leg
doesn’t help the production.
FLY SYSTEM Only designated people who
have been trained should operate these
cables. Trying to get a cast member down
from twenty feet isn’t easy. NEVER place
anything on the rail, nor hang anything
from the apparatus.
LOBBY USE The auditorium’s large lobby
is not a workroom: glue guns, knives,
saws, hammers, paint and such are
forbidden. You may use it for food,
meetings, rehearsals, and etc. but keep it
clean.
DOORS The key you get at the first
inspection is for the front door only. You
must open the others from the inside. The
stage door can be tricky; you will need to
use an Allen wrench to keep it from
locking. Luckily there is a wrench cleverly
hidden nearby. Ask your mentor where it is
and how to use it. Encourage the cast and
crew to use only the stage door when
entering and exiting the building. This
reduces the amount of cleaning each night,
especially in the winter.
CLEANING Before the doors open for each
performance, check to see that the house
and lobbies are clean, seats are up and
nothing is out of place. A quick touchup
with the vacuum does wonders. Also check
conditions and supplies of the bathrooms.
FIRE REGULATIONS

The city auditorium is a valuable building and the
city would like to keep it that way. Being over a
hundred years old means it is very dry, and over
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NOTE
Unlock stage door
DO NOT prop the stage door
open

the years fire regulations have become stricter.
Some points to remember:
 Smoking anywhere in the building, or close
to it, is strictly prohibited.
 No live flame on stage (or off)—candles,
cigarettes, lighters, flash pots, fireworks,
barbecues—none. Your director must find
alternate ways to depict fire.
 In case of fire, the stage manager will
lower the fire curtain. Therefore it is
imperative that the set be built in a way
that does not block the curtain’s path.
 Have the stage manager perform a fire drill
at least once before opening night. The
cast and crew will sign in every night they
are at the theater. For the drill and any
emergency, the stage manager will have
assigned a meeting place for everyone and
designated someone to take the sign-in
sheet to that place and call the roll. Make
sure everyone takes the drill seriously.
SPECIAL EFFECT S
Some special effects require prior notice for the
audience. These include strobe lights, gunshots
and smoke or haze. You can use one or more of
these ways to alert the public:
Post signs visibly in the lobbies; publish a notice
in the program; make an oral announcement
before the show begins.
THEATER KEY
Generally the stage manager retains the key to
the building, as he/she will be at every
rehearsal, but know where the key is at all times
as you are ultimately responsible.
PHOTOGRAPHY
The Players require photos of every production
for its archives, but not hundreds and hundreds
of them. The Players policy states:
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The Producer is responsible for arranging for a
production photographer who will submit photos
taken of the production and stored on
appropriate electronic media to be included in
the archives”.
HOSPITALITY
Most theater patrons expect cookies and soft
drinks during intermission. Generally the Friends
of the Auditorium handle this, so you don’t need
to worry about it, but be sure to check very early
to confirm that someone is covering this.
Otherwise you will need to find someone to be in
charge of hospitality.

TIP

STIPENDS
For those people who are compensated, i.e.,
director, music director, choreographer, sound
technician and orchestra, checks are obtained
from the treasurer. As a producer perk, you get
to hand these out, but not until the last
performance (you can probably figure out why).
GREEN ROOM
No, the room is seldom green, nor turquoise,
emerald or lime. It’s the term for the gathering of
the cast and crew just before the first, or each
performance. This is the time for any last minute
announcements, suggestions, thank you’s, and
encouragement. Several people may wish to
speak, but keep it short. Then the Director has
the last word, which is usually inspiring, and
heart warming. The stage manager then will say
something like “Places, five minutes”, and the
show begins.

STRIKE
The show is over, the curtains are closed on the
last performance, and the magic is put away. It’s
nearly time to return to your other life.
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All who receive compensation
must have an Alternate W-9
form on file. Check with the
current treasurer to see if
anyone receiving stipends
needs to fill out a form. (see
form on opposite page).

EVERYTHING you brought
returned to the studio.

in

needs

to

be

You, the stage manager and the builder need to
create an assignment sheet so everyone knows
what is happening. Generally the builder handles
the set, the lighting person the lights, the sound
person the sound equipment, the stage manager
supervises the backstage area and you handle
the front of the house, all with help from the cast
and crew, (of course).
Costumes and props are gathered up and
returned to the studio, the set is dismantled and
trucked back.
CLEANING
You will need to hire a cleaning company for
strike, and this should be in the budget. This
generally includes the cleaning of the house,
both lobbies, the dressing rooms, stairs,
basement and the toilets. You will need to be
sure that all the trash is emptied, the stage area
is cleaned swept and perhaps mopped, the
curtains placed in the same position and height
as you found them. Anything on the floors must
be picked up, even the hairpins in the dressing
rooms.
FINAL STEP
You should check the entire
leaving and double check all
should do every night). Keep
tradition of leaving a theater in
than it was found.

building before
doors (as you
up the Players’
better condition

AFTER STRIKE ME AL
Traditionally, after strike the group gathers to
break bread, among other things. If at the studio,
you may wish to ask a few cast or crew members
to arrange the event. However, many people
prefer to go to a restaurant to relax after a
matinee strike. In any case, no one should begin
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eating until the last person drags in from the
theater.

POST PRODUCTION
RETURNING MATERIALS
Any rented scripts, music orchestrations, and
etc. must be returned promptly to avoid a late
charge. Check the contract to see exactly how
long you have. Be sure you have collected these
things by the last performance. (See more
details on pages 3 and 22.)
In addition, borrowed costumes, props, lights,
drops, etc. must be returned promptly and in
original condition.

POST INSPECTION

TIP
You will need to meet with a city employee
shortly after you have moved out of the theater,
usually the following morning, to show you have
left the venue as clean or cleaner than you found
it. The appointment for this will have been made
much earlier (see page 7).
If there are problems that appear to have been
caused by the production it is up to you or
someone you appoint to correct them. Otherwise
some or all of the deposit will be forfeited.
Once you have passed inspection you return the
key.

STUDIO CLEANUP
A final cleanup of the studio is necessary and is
usually done midweek after the show. If not done
during strike, the set must be disassembled and
materials stored in the correct place. Props,
lights and costumes must be put away and the
building swept and otherwise cleaned. If there is
a question of saving a set piece or particular
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Check current City Auditorium
rules for Sunday inspections.
You may have to budget for
this.

prop, contact the chair of the appropriate
department for clearance. Costumes must be
cleaned.

FINAL BUDGET PROCESS
a. Before you can complete the budget you
must have all receipts for purchases.
Set a deadline for accepting unpaid bills
and stick to it. Anything turned in late
may be considered a donation to the
production.
b. Check with the treasurer to be sure your
expense figures match his or hers.
c. Fill in the budget form with both original
proposed
figures
and
the
actual
expenditures so a comparison can be
made. If you’ve kept a tight rein on
spending you are likely to come in under
budget, making the Board so ecstatic it
might give you a bonus (but don’t count
on it!).
d. Ask the treasurer for revenue figures
and include this in your final report. You
can
include
your
share
of
the
subscription revenue also.
e. If possible, present the final budget at
the next Board meeting, or the following
meeting if all figures are not in.

PRODUCTION PARTY
Please remember this is a “Production Party”,
which includes everyone, not a “cast party”
(A “cast party” for “Mark T wain Tonight!” could
become quite boring after awhile). You can set a
date for this quite early so it will be on the show
calendar. Schedule it within a week or two after
the production. Too long a time diminishes the
glow you want to celebrate, but having a party
the next evening after a long strike could be
termed cruelty.
The party can always be held at the studio (be
sure to reserve the date early), and this works if
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TIP

Do n ’t f or ge t to g i ve t h e
His t or i a n t he u p da t ed
pr o gr am a nd a pos ter .

you have a cast, crew and spouses or others in
the hundreds. However most people prefer the
more comfortable surroundings of someone’s
home Most of the time someone from the show
will volunteer to host the party, unless you are
doing a show with fifty children.
Be sure EVERYONE is invited. Starting early,
keep a list of all who worked on the show in any
capacity. Posting a note backstage isn’t
sufficient as not all people go there. You might
create a postcard or e-notice listing date, time,
place and include directions, and either send it
or hand it out to everyone. Remember the people
who helped at auditions, box office helpers,
house
managers
and
ushers.
They
will
appreciate the invitation.
Many parties have a “crew show”, a show written
and performed by crewmembers that spoofs the
show and/or the actors. This is usually written
between the performance and the party. If you
are having a crew show, keep it good-natured,
and don’t leave any actors out if you are
spoofing them. W hile the show isn’t necessary
for the party, it can be fun.
To add to the celebration, someone (director,
producer, stage manager) does a finalwrap up or
some final thank you and acknowledgement of all
the contributions that made this show a success.
The production party is your last official duty as
producer. You are now “unemployed”, and
qualify for a good, long rest. Hopefully you are
looking forward to producing again.
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APPENDIX

CHOREOGRAPHER
The Choreographer is selected by the Director, with the approval of the Board of
Directors, and is responsible for the creation of all dances and dance movement in
accordance with the Director’s overall aesthetic interpretation of the play.
DUTIES:









Assists the Director and Music Director in the auditioning and casting of the
dance roles
Appoints an Assistant Choreographer, if needed, with approval of the Director
Schedules sufficient dance rehearsal time in cooperation with the Director,
Music Director and Producer.
Clarifies the choreographic requirements of the stage with the scenic designer,
the dancer’s costume requirements with the costume designer, and dance
cues with both the Music Director and the Stage Manager.
Attends rehearsals with the other directors whenever necessary to coordinate
the movements of the actors, dancers and singers.
Coordinates with the Director as to who is responsible for music staging in
numbers that do not require dance steps.
Arranges for necessary music tapes from the Music Director for the
dancer/movers.
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COSTUME DESIGNER
The Costume Designer may have an assistant or a committee of individuals who
help with costumes.
DUTIES:
 Reading the script to become familiar with the characters, the period, the
setting and the costumes needed.
 Obtaining a costume list from the script or Director or developing one based
on a review of the script and discussion with the Director
 Meeting with the Director to obtain an idea of the Director’s artistic concept for
the show, colors and of any special costume needs.
 Researching the period of the show if not contemporary.
 Meeting with each cast member to obtain measurements, discuss character
and any special needs.
 Obtaining costume room key from Costume Chair. If first time doing costumes
with the Player’s meet with him or her to get a tour of the costume storage
areas and learn of procedures for using the area.
 Pulling possible costume choices from the Player’s stock for actors to try and
for Director approval. Based on needs after this review determining what will
need to be built or borrowed.
 Obtaining patterns, fabric and building those costumes which need to be built.
Contacting cast members or other theatre groups to borrow where possible.
 Observing deadlines for “costume parade” and final costumes.
 Working within the established costume budget, saving receipts and
submitting these to the Producer.
 Providing Producer with names of those assisting and those who have lent
items before the program deadline.
 Checking with Producer/Director to determine if dressers are needed
backstage and arranging for extra dressers if needed.
 Transporting costumes to the theatre during “move-in” as coordinated with
Producer, assigning and labeling, with the Stage Manager, the dressing rooms
and placing costumes in appropriate room.
 Bringing iron and sewing emergency supplies to theatre (there is already an
ironing board downstairs in Audi.)
 Being available at rehearsals enough to learn of any new needs or costumes
emergencies.
 After show staying for strike. Setting up system for gathering of costumes
after show and transporting those that need to go back to the studio.
 Sorting out those costumes which need to be dry cleaned or laundered.
Machine washable items can be laundered at the studio and some items can
be dry cleaned using dryer sheets.
 Returning any borrowed costume items to other theatre groups, laundering or
dry cleaning first if needed and returning Player’s costumes to their proper
location.
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LIGHTING DESIGNER
The Lighting Designer has overall responsibility of lighting for the necessary
visibility and for creating with light the proper mood for the production. The initial
responsibility is to the Director for carrying out his/her interpretation of the play.
During production, the Lighting Designer is responsible through the Stage
Manager, for the completion of lighting needs and the coordination with other
aspects of the show, such as set design, costume design, set dressing and makeup. The lighting designer may or may not also act as the Lighting Board Operator
for the run of the show.
DUTIES:
 Familiarizes oneself with the play by reading the script and attending some
rehearsals.
 Consults with the Director about how the play will be interpreted and what
moods the Director is trying to create.
 Develops a lighting plot that will accomplish this interpretation, in accordance
with the City Code of Regulations.
 Oversees lighting budget and send bills to Producer.
 Coordinates with the Lighting Chair for the purchase of necessary expendable
items such as gelatins and lamp bulbs.
 Arranges for rental of auxiliary equipment and the use of a stage electrician if
needed for installation.
 Coordinates the lighting colors with the set designer, the make-up artist, the
costume designer and special effects person.
 With the Producer, schedules the setting up of the lighting equipment,
coordinating the time with Producer and stage manager.
 Coordinating with the Producer, arranges a crew to help with lighting set-up.
 Arranges to have any special lighting effects or practical lights that may
involve the set, such as wall brackets or hand lanterns, with the approval of
the Director.
 With the Producer, arranges to have a qualified Stage Electrician, approved by
the City of Concord, present for the installation and all performances and
rehearsals where stage lighting is used.
 Appoints a performance work crew (including Lighting Board Operator if not
doing) and with the cooperation of the Stage Manager, provides the crew with
a cue sheet.
 Is present at technical rehearsal to focus and set proper levels for lights,
coordinating with the Director and Stage Manager. Develops cue sheet.
 As Lighting Board Operator, cooperates with, and takes cues from, the Stage
Manager during rehearsals and performances.
 Is familiar with the fire drill procedures.
 Be present at strike to return the stage lighting to its original configuration.
 Is responsible for the equipment and ensures that it is properly installed and
taken down and stored after the performance.
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MASTER BUILDER
The Master Builder is responsible for set construction and works in conjunction
with the Set Designer while the set is being constructed.
DUTIES:



















Is responsible for ensuring the safety of all members of the organization who
are participating in construction. All fire escape routes must be kept clear of
tools and building materials at all times.
Advises Producer of requirements for building, move-in and strike crews
(dates, times, venues, numbers of people required, skills required, and
transportation).
Keeps account of how much money is spent, being careful not to exceed the
allocated budget, and ensures bills are sent to the Producer.
Organizes and supervises the building crews. Allow only those people skilled
in the use of electrical tools to use them.
Coordinates with the Scenic Designer on desirable structural materials and
intent of set design.
Is responsible for the judicious use and maintenance of all tools. If tools are
lost or damaged, the replacement will be charged to the production’s budget.
The Master Builder is responsible for ensuring that the work area is clean and
tools are stored at the end of each work session.
Supervises the moving and hanging of scenery. Cooperates with the Stage
Manager on technical rehearsals.
If and when the show goes on the road, the Master Builder is responsible for
organizing a stage crew to erect and strike the set at the theater.
Structures which are standard size (flats, platforms, stairs, etc.) and should not
be altered or dismantled. “Special” structures marked with green plastic tape
should not be altered. (Common sense dictates that tape may come off. If
there is even a questions consult the Studio Chair.)
The Master Builder is in charge of move-in and orchestration of complete
construction of the set. Drops, legs, and teasers, which are removed, must be
properly folded and stored under the stage until re-hanging at strike.
Ensures that backstage areas and dressing rooms are CLEARED OF ALL
TOOLS AND BUILDING MATERIALS prior to dress rehearsal, except those
required for emergencies and strike.
The Master Builder is responsible, in cooperation with the Producer and Stage
Manager, for orchestrating the strike of the entire stage.
 Supervises the transportation back to the Studio of all tools and
materials, and ensures that they are properly stored.
 All drops, legs and teasers (Walker Lecture screen) need to be re-hung
on appropriate batons and raised.
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 After the stage has been completely cleared it must be swept and the
floor painted black (you will be notified at your pre-inspection if this will
be required.) The city of Concord will supply the paint, the Producer
should ask them where it is located during the pre inspection.
 The Studio must be left clean and tidy. If it is impossible to accomplish
this entirely at strike, the Master Builder and the Producer work together
to organize and carry out the cleanup.
 All Keys must be returned to the appropriate people.
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MASTER PAINTER
The Master Painter works to assure the consistency and the look of the set as
conceived by the designer and the vision of the Director. He/she works closely
with the builder to ensure ample time for painting.
DUTIES:






Confers with the Set Designer and the Director to determine the style and
colors of the set
Recruits others to assist in painting
Selects, mixes and purchases the paint necessary for the job
Touches up the set when necessary after the move to the theater
Supervises the cleaning of the paint area in the studio at the conclusion of the
production
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MUSIC DIRECTOR
The Music Director is selected by the Director and approved by the Board of
Directors. She/he is responsible, in cooperation with the Director of the
production, for the musical interpretation of the play.
DUTIES:














Assists the Director and Choreographer in the auditioning and casting of
musical parts.
Responsible for personally conducting at rehearsals and the performances, or
arranging for a conductor.
Either acts as or appoints a vocal coach, approved by the Director.
Is responsible to provide the Director/Choreographer with an accompanist or
tapes at all rehearsals requiring musical rehearsal.
Coordinates with the Director and Choreographer for adequate rehearsal with
cast and musicians combined. Arranges for adequate rehearsal time for leads
and chorus.
Assists principals singers to develop and maintain a vocal style reflective of
the their assigned roles, consistent with the Director’s interpretation.
Assists ensemble singers to blend their voices in a harmonious and uniform
presentation. In particular, ensures a balance between voices in duets, trios,
and the like.
Employs and rehearses orchestra/musicians, and supervises move-in of all
musical equipment.
Has full responsibility for any transposition of musical scores that become
necessary, either doing same personally, or having them done with the
Producer’s approval.
Is responsible for ensuring that all musical equipment is removed after final
performance.
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PRODUCTION MAKE-UP ARTIST
The Make-up Artist is responsible for all make-up, in consultation with the Director
concerning the make-up for that particular production.
DUTIES:











Studies the play to determine make-up needs of the production.
Checks supply of make-up and requests whatever is necessary from the
Make-up Chair or purchases if within show budget.
Appoints assistants and ensures that they are trained in the application of
make-up.
Organizes make-up room for dress rehearsals and performances and checks
with the Stage Manager for appropriate lights, chairs, mirrors, etc.
Plans make-up schedule in consultation with the Stage Manager.
Conducts final check of all make-up applied by assistants.
Works with the costumer and hair stylist in planning coloring or hairstyles.
Consults lighting designer about effects of lights on make-up, and checks
make-up effect under lights, obtaining Director’s final approval.
Supervises the cleaning up of make-up areas for each rehearsal, performance
and at set strikes.
Checks supplies at end of production, notifying Make-up Chair of any
inventory needs.
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PROPS CHAIRPERSON
The Props Chair may work with a Co-Chair or group of people to collect and/or
construct props for a particular production. Props are generally, but not always,
considered those items carried on or off stage or used on stage by the actor.
DUTIES:
 Reading script to become familiar with props and how and when they are
used.
 Obtaining props list from the script or the Director or reviewing the script and
developing a props list.
 Meeting with the Director to get input on the appearance of the props items
and any special needs.
 Researching the appearance of items appropriate to the period of the show.
 Searching for and finding the props items. Props may be obtained from the
props room (obtain key and permission to use items from the Player’s Props
Chairperson), borrowed or purchased.
 Clearing props items with the Director.
 Setting up an organized props table or tables (may need one on each side of
the backstage area), discussing with the stage manager where these should
be located.
 Meeting deadline established by the Director or Producer for working props at
rehearsals and for final props.
 Attending rehearsals as requested by the Director. This is an opportunity to
learn of new props needs and to determine where props should be located –
ie. on a props table to be picked up by the actors or pre-set at the beginning of
the act or between scenes.
 Before each performance reviewing the props checklist to assure that each
props item is where it should be (on the props table or pre-set on the set).
 After each performance assuring that props are returned to the proper location
and that any items that need to be cleaned (glassware or dishes for example)
 Working within the props budget, saving receipts and turning them in to the
Producer.
 Making sure the Producer receives names of anyone working on props and of
anyone that should be thanked for lending items (for the program).
 After the last performance, staying for strike, clearing all props items, packing
them up and returning them to the studio or to their owners. Those items that
now below to the Players should be put in the props room. Any particularly
large items should first be cleared with the Player’s Props Chairperson.
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SET DRESSER
The Set Dresser is responsible finding/making items to dress the set including
furniture, appliances, window dressings and decorative and functional items to make
the set look authentic. Typically props are distinguished from set dressing items, in
that they are actually brought on and off stage by cast members and/or are used on
stage by the actors. There may be more than one set dresser working together on a
show.
DUTIES:














Reading the script to become familiar with the setting(s) of the show.
Meeting with Director and Set Designer to gain an understanding of the visual
plan for the show and to learn of the individual items that are needed to dress
the set.
Researching the period and setting of scenes in the show.
Searching for furniture and other set dressing items. Options include the
Player’s own props room, borrowing from individuals, businesses or other
theatre groups, purchasing from used furniture/antique stores, yard sales, EBay, soliciting donations or renting.
Showing items obtained to the Director for approval.
Meeting established deadlines for obtaining each item and providing “working
items” when requested by the Director.
Working within the budget provided, saving receipts and submitting to the
Producer.
Providing names of any individuals or businesses that helped or should be
thanked to the Producer in time for the program deadline. Where appropriate
provide businesses making significant donations or loans with free tickets if
available.
Arranging for set dressing items to be transported to the theatre.
Be there for strike, removing all set dressing items and returning them to the
studio or to their owners. With larger items acquired, check first with the Props
Chair before placing them in the Props Room.
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SOUND TECHNICIAN
The Sound Technician is a person of highly individual skills related to sound
reinforcement. Many, but not all, of these skills are acquired outside of the theatre.
They include specialized training in acoustics, electronics and equipment. In recent
years, the job requirements of a sound technician have changed dramatically. To
suit the needs of a more demanding public, the technician must be prepared to
provide sound that is full, lush and comparable to what is heard in concert halls and
movie theatres.
DUTIES:
 Meet with the Director to gain an understanding of specific sound needs for
the show.
 Determine if we have sufficient individual mikes if applicable. Arrange to rent
some if needed.
 Coordinate with the Producer to install mikes prior to tech rehearsal
 Be present for Tech Rehearsal and work with the Director and Stage Manager
to set sound levels and cues as needed.
 Work with cast members on placement of individual mikes/answer questions.
 Perform adequate sounds checks before each rehearsal/performance.
 Run sound board for all rehearsals/performances once moved into the Audi.
 Remove mikes, etc. during strike.
The following skills should be sought in any person wishing to perform as a sound
technician:
 Reasonable knowledge of latest technical developments in the field.
 Ability to work within the restrictions of the individual production and the venue
in which it is staged.
 A willingness to communicate with the Director and Producer, and to bring
their sound requirements to light.
 Ability to improvise in critical microphone placement to suit the production.
 Facility to produce sound effects recordings.
 Willingness to communicate with cast members and answer their questions
and concerns.
 A good ear (Many sound engineers with back grounds in club and concert
work suffer varying degrees of high-end hearing loss. This often results in
excessive use of high-end equalization in the house mix.).
 Familiarity with the City of Concord Auditorium is crucial. The high ceiling and
smooth walls create a difficult public address environment.
 A willingness to communicate and collaborate with the Friends of the
Auditorium sound technician (No Community Players sound technician may
operate the house sound system without the Friends’ approval.).
 Familiarity with the Community Players sound equipment (wireless units plus
any and all equipment rented or purchased for production purposes).
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STAGE MANAGER
If the Producer is the Director’s right hand, the Stage Manager (SM) is his left. The
SM should be shadowing the Director every step of the way from the earliest design
meetings through every phase of the rehearsal process, because ultimately, it’s the
SM’s job to see that the production, as conceived and directed, is what goes on
stage.
Ideally, the SM is the first to arrive and the last to leave rehearsals.
During the blocking phase, the SM takes detailed blocking notes in the prompt book.
Once blocking is complete, the SM watches blocking notes to assure that actors
follow their blocking. When the actors begin putting their scripts down, the SM
prompts in a manner agreed upon with the Director. (Some directors like the
prompter to “throw in” lines as needed for a smooth flow; other directors prefer to
have actors “call” for the line.)
In actors’ absences, the SM will read their lines, and sometimes walk their blocking –
again at the Director’s discretion.
The SM “sets up” each scene – arranging the furnishings, and often the “working”
props.
As crew members are folded into the rehearsal process, the SM oversees the work of
the grips, the props committee and sometimes dressers, and/or sound/special effects
technicians.
The SM assures that a compete first aid kit is available at rehearsals, (and at the
performance venue.)
The SM keeps the rehearsal space clean (swept, trash emptied, studio kitchen and
bathrooms clean.) This doesn’t mean the SM is ipso-facto the janitor, but it is up to
the SM to oversee the state of the facility, rotate maintenance jobs as needed.
Once the production moves to the Audi, Music Theatre, or other performance venue,
the SM works with the set/designer/builder to organize the backstage area – ensuring
clear aisle for safe movement. (S)he also works with sound/light/special effects
chairs, ensuring that cables, wires and cords are properly tied up or taped down –
again, for safety purposes. The SM is the safety officer of the production.
The SM takes cast and crew on a tour of the venue – points out fire extinguishers,
fire exits, and other safety features. (S)he explains the evacuation procedures, and
RUNS A FIRE DRILL (absolute requirement.)
The SM keeps a sign-in sheet in the stage left (or hallway) area. (S)he assigns some
individual – generally the assistant SM if there is one – to take that list and call the
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roll in the event of evacuation. That person must be able to assure the fire
department that the backstage is clear. In a fire emergency, the SM lowers the
safety curtain and cuts the ropes at the rear of the stage/backstage areas after the
cast and crew have exited.
The stage manager works with the grips and props crew to effect fast and smooth
scene changes; (s)he works with dressers for quick costume changes, and with
sound, light and special effects technicians to set light and sound and effects levels
and cues.
The SM runs the technical rehearsals (“dry” tech – crew only, and “wet” tech – cast
and crew.) (S)he “calls” the show: gives the cast a minimum of 30-minute, 5-minute,
and “places” calls; oversees cast readiness for entrances, and gives “ready” and “go”
calls for sound, light and effects cues. (S)he coordinates with Music Director when
cues are musical.
On musicals, the SM numbers and controls rented materials – checks at production’s
end to be sure they are erased – returns materials to Producer to be shipped back to
the Publishing House. On non-musicals, SM marks and distributes scripts (they
should be identifiable by name, number or role, because they will be left behind.)
As in the rehearsal space, the SM oversees the cleanliness of stage and backstage
and coordinates with the Producer for over-all maintenance of the facility.
The SM, Producer and Director coordinate cast/crew jobs for the strike, taking into
account the helper-needs of set and light, costume and props chairs, as well as
House Manager. And, again works with Director and Producer to coordinate the
Studio cleanup.
Above all, the Stage Manager is organized and calm. Theatre is full of high strung,
emotional, sometimes volatile personalities. At a minimum, one person who is
always unruffled and in control (of him/herself, and of the situation) is a necessity.
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STUDIO GUIDELINES
1.

General use guidelines:















2.

Leave the studio in better condition than when you arrived.
NO SMOKING ANYWHERE INSIDE OF THE STUDIO.
DON”T LEAVE CIGARETTE BUTTS ON THE GROUND.
Do not clean painting utensils, or any equipment in the bathrooms or the
kitchen.
As much as possible keep all construction and painting in the workshop area.
Please do not use any equipment unless you are authorized to do so.
Please do not search through any of the storage areas unless you are
authorized to.
Please do not change or remove any items in the studio without permission.
If something is broken or gets broken please notify the studio chairperson.
Please date items being placed in the refrigerator.
Phones are for official Players business and emergencies only.
Please do not remove office supplies from the office.
Please keep the fire doors shut. (The metal doors are all fire doors.)

Rehearsals and Special Events:
Responsibility: The Producer and/or the organizer of a special event are
responsible for ensuring that the following are completed:
Nightly:








All floors are swept in rehearsal area, kitchen, bathrooms, halls, etc.
All dishes are washed and put away.
All food is put away. (We have had mice.)
Kitchen counters are wiped off.
Replace if need be: paper towels, toilet paper, etc.
Empty garbage (if needed).

End of the Night:

Make sure all interior doors are closed.

Check all lights and make sure they are turned off.

Physically check all exterior doors and make sure they are locked and shut
tight.

Turn heat down.
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Weekly:






3.

Notify studio chairperson if:






4.

Wash floors (all the ones that you swept each night). Bucket and mop are in
utility room opposite door to properties room.
Empty mop bucket and leave mop where it can dry.
Clean toilets.
Take out garbage and place in the dumpster.

Dumpster is full.
Something is broken or gets broken.
The driveway or parking lots are not plowed or are icy and/or dangerous.
We are low on supplies (paper towels, toilet paper, etc.)
The fire alarm false alarms.

In case of fire:




Leave the building immediately.
The alarm will automatically notify the emergency services.
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GUIDELINES FOR COSTUMERS FOR PLAYERS
PODUCTIONS
The following guidelines are for costume designers and builders so that the costume storage
and workshop areas can be a tidy, organized place for everyone involved. We continue to be
a community resource, and as such, we have many visitors in and out of this particular area of
the Players Studio, so it is important that we all pitch in to keep the area looking presentable.
1. Schedule an appointment with the Wardrobe Chair (currently Betty Lent) to get the
necessary keys for access to the costume area.
2. Try to let the Wardrobe Chair know when you’ll be in the shop working. If you have any
questions at all about any of the resources available in the shop, please call. Our normal
lending days are most Saturday mornings. Occasionally the shop is closed if there are no calls
for borrowing or returning, so don’t assume that there will be someone there. If you find that
you need to be in the shop on a particular Saturday morning, please call so that we can plan
for that as well.
3. As you are working with the costume collection, please leave the costume workshop as neat
as you possibly can. If you must leave projects on the work table, please leave a note to say
when you’ll be back to pick up or take care of unfinished work. When you are browsing
through the collection, please take the time to return boxes to their original spots. This just
makes a nicer working environment for everyone who has to work in the space.
4. If you find an item in the collection that you would like to alter extensively – change size,
remove lace, cut, etc. – please call and ask. There are some items that we’d prefer not to be
altered at all.
5. After moving costumes out during production week, please see that the floor in the work
shop is swept and free of stray fabric scraps, thread and pins. Please see that the work table is
open and clear of any materials used in construction. Please see that the workshop is left in
better condition than you found it.
6. At the end of the production, see that all of the costumes that belong to the Players are
cleaned, returned to the shop and put away. If you are not sure where things should be
returned to in the costume closets, please leave the items on one of the racks with a note to
that effect so that they can be put away in their proper places.
7. Schedule a meeting with the Wardrobe Chair to return keys, and to double check that
everything is in good order.
Wardrobe Chair contact information: Betty Lent
Mobile 603- 496-2179 (best)
Home 603- 736 -8885
bettylent@metrocast.net

Revised 02/19/12
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WHAT PRODUCERS SHOULD KNOW ABOUT HOUSE MAN AGING
(But Are Afraid To Ask)
1. Use only house managers who are trained and certified.
2. Recruit only ushers who are 18 years of older (Younger teens can hand out
programs)
3. Make sure the house manager meets with the ushers 15 minutes before opening
the house.
A. Stress that audience safety is the primary function of an usher.
B. Give each usher an identifying badge (found in the entrance lobby closet).
C. Remind usher they need to stay for the entire program.
D. Assign usher seats; minimum of six usher to be stationed: one at each side
lobby door, one at each side of the tech booth and one at each side of the
balcony in front of the exit doors. If the second balcony is used, two more
ushers will be needed. Other ushers may be needed to take tickets, help
patrons to their seats, help handicapped patrons enter and be seated (point
out the handicapped spaces).
E. Explain evacuation procedures in case of emergency:









Fire curtain is lowered
Voice activated system tells the audience “This is an emergency.”
Split the house down the middle with the audience right using the side
lobby doors and the audience left using the back for the house doors.
Same procedure with the balcony using both exit doors (Remind the
ushers that the bottom stairs are steep and patrons may require
assistance).
Assign a location to meet away from the building and away from the cast
and crew location (make sure you keep a list of ushers in your pocket at all
times).
Explain the use of call phones in the box office, balcony and backstage in
case of emergency that doesn’t involve the whole audience or you just
need to reach the stage manager or balcony usher .

F. Do not allow food or drink inside the theater.
G. Pick up any trash and put up seats after the performance.
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GLOSSARY
APRON: the part of the stage in front of the curtain (nothing you have to wear)
BACKDROP (DROP): a painted screen or curtain in back of the set
BACKSTAGE: the part of the theater behind the stage and including the dressing rooms, storage
areas and sides of the stage not visible to the audience
BATTENS (PIPES) : pipes over the stage used to hold lights, flying scenery, curtains and
perhaps Peter Pan
BLACK (DARK): a night when there is no performance
BLACKOUT: a point during performance when all lights are out and it is completely dark onstage; also
when actors have had more libations than usual
BLOCKING: acting direction in which the actors know when and where to move or position
themselves
BOOK: the text, or script of the show
BOX SET: nterior set with three walls
BUMP UP: to increase the lights suddenly
CATWALK: high platform above the stage
CENTER STAGE: the center of the stage, as opposed to any other place on the stage. Actors favorite
place
CLEAR, PLEASE: a polite warning to leave the stage, as opposed to other words that might be used
CRASH BOX: a box filled with glass, metal or other objects to create crash sounds offstage
CROSSFADE: a lighting command in which one light dims as another increases
CUE: order to perform an action, i.e., "Cue the lights"; also a signal for actors to enter, exit, move or
speak
CYCLORAMA (sīk): large curtain, usually white, on which to project colors or images
DEAD SPOT: place where lights or sound (and sometimes actors) are poorly placed
DIMMERS: equipment which controls the intensity of the lights
DOWNSTAGE: the stage area nearest the audience
DRESSING: adding furniture, pictures, curtains, and other objects to the set. not to be confused with
PROPS
DRY TECH: a rehearsal for lighting, sound and grips only. followed by a WET TECH (no, not with
cocktails)
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FLYING: raising the scenery or Peter Pan by use of pulleys and ropes
FOOTLIGHTS: lights recessed at the front of the stage
GEL: transparent glass or plastic placed over stage lights to change color
GOBO: cut out design placed over stage lights to project a pattern or image
GREEN ROOM: place where actors gather before a performance
GRIP: member of the crew who moves sets, scenery and furniture during the performance
HEADS UP: a call to warn people on stage that pipes are being lowered
HOUSE: the part of the theater where the audience sits; also, the audience ("How's the house
tonight?")
LAUAN: (loo ahn): thin sheet of wood used to make panels similar to flats
LEGS: curtains on the side of the stage used to mask backstage activities
OFFSTAGE: any stage area out of view of the audience
PIN RAIL: a bar on which ropes used in raising and lowering pipes, scenery, etc., are tied
PLACES: order given by stage manager indicating the performance is about to start
PROSCENIUM: the arch framing the stage as seen by the audience
RAKE: a slanted stage; a slanted floor in the house
SANDBAGS: bags filled with sand, used to weight down some sets
STAGE LEFT
STAGE RIGHT: sides of the stage as seen by actors facing the audience
STRIKE: to remove all lights, props, costumes and set from the stage
TEASER: the first overhead curtain, used to mask the lights above the stage
UP STAGE: the part of the stage farthest from the audience
WAGON: rolling platform on which scenery can be placed for quick entrances and exits
WET TECH: rehearsal in which actors are present to allow light and sound crew to establish focus
and cues. also called CUE TO CUE
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